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lives. With computers and smart phones population growing vastly, we need to put more attention on the security methods. However, those traditional authentication methods are not safe and e cient enough. Passwords are stolen and revealed to hackers, while fingerprint can be easily got from an authenticated person. We moved our eyes on another way of security and authentication-biometric kinesiology. The muscle in our body can remember the movement if
we practiced an action a lot, and that memory is built in the body, not in our brain memory, which means that we cannot forget a practiced action in the way we forget a password. We proposed to use the action with mouse from an authenticated user as the password of a system, in which only the user perform right action can be regarded as an authenticated user. Otherwise the system will reject the user. This movement is hard to mimic unless the hacker do a lot of practice of that certain movement and do exactly the same as an authenticated user. This is very di cult because we modified the normal mouse and the mouse will not move as the hacker expect. What's more, only the authenticated user knows how was the mouse be modified and how to act to adjust to that modification. In this way our proposed approach is much safer than the above traditional security and authentication methods. However, this is a feasibility study and more experiment will be done to prove our proposal and we will discuss it in the future work chapter.
CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
User authentication is very interesting in academia fields while it is also widely used in industrial fields. There are two kinds of user authentication generally the first kind of user authentication is to di↵erentiate the authenticated user from other people. This kind of authentication is often used in the scenario where there is only single user for a device. For example, personal computer and mobile phone, such devices are often belong to one user, so the authentication method is focused on di↵erentiating authenticated user from others. While in other scenarios that a device has many users to access, only tell the di↵erence of a user from other people is not enough, the authentication method should be able to tell whether a person is an authenticated user or not, and besides that, the method should be able to tell who the authenticated user is among those users who are all authenticated. In those scenatios the second catrgory of user authentication is required. Such scenarios are also very common, for instance, the public computer in a university library. All the students in that university should be able to login to the computer system and the authentication method can tell which student the user is.
Authentication methods can be one-factor authentication or multi-factor authentication based on the number of factors can be used in the authentication process. Those authentication methods count on one factor such as face, speech, password is one factor authentication, while those based on two factors such as speech and facial recognition together is multi-factor authentication. Generally, multi-factor authentication methods are safer than one factor authentication methods. But the former ones are more di cult to implement and access. What's more, among those multi-factor user authentication methods, two-factor user authentication is more common. method. There are also some methods people are not familiar with or has not been applied into industry but just remains in research level. In the following paragraphs details of some major authentication methods will be discussed.
Password Method
Passwords are widely used in modern daily life. When people use some web related applications it is usually required to create an account and to set username and password. The next time you want to login to your account you need to enter both your user name and password to access. This method seems to be very safe because others do not know what is your user name and password and you can make your password very complex and long, that people cannot guess your password. However, this widely used authentication method has many weaknesses in many aspects. The main weakness is that your password lies in the chain from your computer to the Internet. Internet will make password unsafe. A computer's system security usually relies on the login page, as we can see from Fig. 1 .1. When a user try to login to a computer, he or she must enter the right username and password. This method seems to be the only access requirement of a computer. Once a hacker from the internet get your input byhacking then the security guard will be broken easily. Smart phones are in the similar situation. When you use a mobile phone, the most common login page still requires a password to enter by the user, shown in Fig. 1 .2. But is it not really safe either. The other way for hackers to break in a computer is to use the brute force, which is easily to come up with, and, brute force often works. For both computers and smart phones, some of the login pages will show Invalid username' when you enter a wrong username. Then the hacker can find out what is the username and then try to find out the password. Certainly some system will give more generate information such as Invalid username or password', but this solution does not really help because the hacker can firstly enumerate the username then find out the password by brute force.
Besides the fact that password method itself is not really safe, many people in daily life they are using their passwords in a more dangerous way. The first mistake many people will make is that they would like to use pretty easy password such as '123456'. This kind of custom is very dangerous hackers even do not need to hack, they can guess out the password. This is very dangerous but luckily more and more people are realizing it and are putting more attention on this issue. The second mistake usually seen in our lives is that people use a very complicated password, however, they use the same password everywhere needs a password. Once a password has been stolen by a hacker, this hacker can easily access all other accounts. This kind of mistake happens because people cannot remember so many di↵erent passwords. In our life, basically everywhere you need to set up your password. In the bank, your finance issues are related to a password and you login to your Facebook account you also need a username and password.
Email accounts, system in your university or company, they all require username and password.
Clearly, with so many accounts to use everyday it is almost impossible for people to remember every password-if you want to set them all di↵erent and complex. The last mistake people tend to make is that when they use a public computer, their passwords are used to login to some system and the password will be exposed to the public. People lack the sense of security and privacy, so they just forget to logout or, some hackers can make use of the information put on the public machine. This is very dangerous especially when you put important messages, such as your SSN, bank account password, on the public computers. We are all exposed in the air.
Even if you are very careful about your password safe still you cannot be absolutely safe.
Because the big companies you trust and give them your personal information but password will possibly be released by them. If you search password release you will find a lot of information about big companies related with such accidents. Your passwords are not safe even those companies have advanced security system.
Fingerprint Method
Fingerprints based authentication is another popular method for security and authentication use. This kind of methods di↵ers from password methods in many ways. The first di↵erence is that a person can create many passwords and change them if he or she likes. But people cannot have many fingerprints. We only have ten and we cannot change our fingerprints according to our preferences. The second way that fingerprint based authentication is di↵erent from password based authentication is that people cannot forget fingerprint, and they can just use them-they are on their hands. This sounds much better than password. A lot of movies and shows indicate that fingerprints are safer than passwords and such methods have been applied to the most important part of a system. However, although fingerprints are unique for every person, fingerprint based authentication is not that safe and accurate. To make this clear, the first question is that how does the fingerprint based authentication work? How is the image of our fingerprints be compared and di↵erentiated? The process is described the following: a picture of fingerprint needs to be taken, and once the picture is stored in a picture, the picture needs to be converted to a set of features which are the extractions from that fingerprint. These features will be stored in a template. Every time a user try to access the fingerprint security system, after taking the fingerprint and extracting the features, the features will be compared with the template. If the set of features and the template achieve high similarity according to some standard, the two finger will be considered match. But the above processes are not safe. The hackers can get the user's fingerprint to access the machine just by using it's owner's fingerprint. Especially for those who are familiar with the authenticated user, fingerprint is everywhere, and it's very easy for people to obtain a fingerprint. Even no hack techniques are needed and a person without any technical background can do in this way. From the above analysis we can know that the traditional and popular security methods are not safe from some aspects. The most disadvantages lies in that the authenticated or unique metric show the user's identity can be forgotten or stolen. Those aspects show our study has advantages over the traditional authentication work.
Facial Recognition Method
Facial recognition is not unfamiliar for people recently. Facial recognition can be used as user authentication obviously, and there are already many mature facial recognition software have been used in business. The famous one of those software is named Face++. The accuracy rate of such software is relatively high, however, if the hack uses a picture of authenticated user the software will recognize the hacker as authenticated user. This is very unsafe for secure use. Moreover, if the situation is dark and the camera cannot get the user's picture clearly, it is probable that the recognition is failed. Thus the authentication method has it's limitation while it is really convenient to use.
Other Authentication Methods
There are still many other researches on user authentications based on other factors. For example, voice, typing stroke, veins and mouse dynamics are all can be the factor used to authenticate users. Most of those works are still under research and has not been widely used in industry. However, like our approach, those authentication methods have advantages over the traditional authentication methods. Those works are worth researching and developing, and some of which are very promising. Details and examples of these works will be discussed in the literature survey chapter.
Advantage of Our Study
From the weakness of traditional authentication method we can see that it is relatively easy for hackers to break into system using those traditional authentication methods. There are three categories of authentication factors: something you have, something you know and something you are. Each factor in the authentication mechanism should be from a di↵erent category from the others [1] . Our objective is to test the feasibility of a special biometric, and see whether it can be used as the factor that only the users know and only they have, while others cannot get or steal from the users. We consider it should be some property lies in the user's body, like biometric metrics. A lot of similar work came out during last decades, showing the promising results of such authentication methods. Our study deals with the implementation and design of a series of experiment that will be used in the test of the feasibility of the proposed authentication method.
Organization of Thesis
The following chapters will be organized in this way: The second chapter will give literature survey and the information of former exploration of biometric metric used authentication.
The third chapter will reveal information about the approach and objective of our research.
The fourth chapter will give detailed information about experiment design and data collection methods. The last chapter is about the summary of our work and discussion of future work.
CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY
In the past decades many user authentication related researches have been published. Besides the well developed authentication methods such as password and username authentication, fingerprint authentication and facial recognition based user authentication, some new methods have also been explored and discussed a lot. Those works include mouse dynamics based authentication, handwriting based authentication, speech based authentication, keyboard stroke based authentication etc. The following two sections will discuss the related works and the rest two sections will give our objective of the study.
Biometrics based user authentication works
Biometric user authentication has evoked many researches from science and industry fields in the past ten years. Many biometric techniques have been researched and developed by scientists and developers. For example, fingerprint has been widely used in many aspects both in industry and people's lives. [2] Some other biometric techniques such as keyboard stroke, speech, mouse dynamics and handwriting have also been discussed a lot by researchers.
Keyboard stroke has been explored for over hundred years, the first study [3] was in 1907, there are already several authentication patents based on keyboard stroke. Keyboard stoke as a factor for user authentication has many advantages. Keyboard is similar to mouse in our study, which is widely used in lives and thus it's very easy to implement. What's more, it can be continuously used during the access to certain device. However, keystroke dynamics as factor for user authentication also has many disadvantages. The first disadvantage is that the accuracy is relatively low. The major dynamics discussed in those works are typing rhythm and force applied to the keys. But the rhythm is easily a↵ected by fatigue, dis-traction and other distractions. However, typing biometrics are worth researching, a lot of works [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] have been published in the recent decades.
Typing biometrics features has been discussed since 1990, most of which are focused on the rhythm and the dynamics of keyboard, and these two factors are considered the metrics for distinguishing authenticated users from others. After collecting data of a certain sentence or paragraph, the rhythm and dynamics are also collected for an authenticated user. When doing re-authentication, the system needs to compare those rhythm and dynamics in the user database. If the similarity rate is high above specified value the current user will be regarded as authenticated user. In a recently published research, typing dynamics has been discussed again and new development has been achieved according to the writer. In [17] , some researchers argued that the keyboard stroke dynamics are very unstable compared to other stable biometrics such as face, fingerprints. Even more, there are also publications argue the accuracy of the existing keystroke dynamics based user authentication works. There is work in which users are authenticated using keystroke dynamics acquired when typing fixed alphabetic strings on a mobile phone keypad. The employed statistical classifier is able to perform user verification with an average equal error rate of about 13%. This work [18] was focused on mobile devices.
While some researchers who are focused on computer and laptop keyboards have tested their approach on 154 individuals, achieving a false alarm rate of about 4% and an impostor pass rate of less than 0.01%. In [19] , the results are very promising and exciting for unstable biometrics based user authentication works. The accuracy and new features have been discussed and the experiment result is promising. The typing biometrics are similar to mouse movement biometrics in some aspects. But in our study we have modified the mouse thus the unauthenticated user is even harder to learn and mimic the biometrics of authenticated users. Compared to the typing biometrics features mouse moving biometrics is more accurate and safe.
There are also some studies take advantages of the vein of people as the recognition factor in the authentication method. In some studies, finger vein is used as the factor. The approach needs to find the vein in person's hand with thermal infrared camera. After getting the pictures of the vein the image can be calculated as a person's hand database. The vein image is combined with the hand shape of that person to improve accuracy [18] . Some researches use finger vein but not palm veins as the biometric factor. Those researchers argued that people have di↵erent finger vein patterns that di↵er from others. Table 2 .1 shows brief information about the major biometrics used in user authentication.
The uniqueness shows if the biometric is unique, as we can see, all biometrics can be considered as unique, because there are no identical people in the world, the biometrics from two persons can be similar but cannot be the same. So is mouse dynamics unique. The second factor is feedback, which means that if the biometric needs the person to give feedback when authenticating. For example, for fingerprint authentication, all the person has to do is to put his or her finger on the specific camera. So there is no feedback we can see from the person. It is similar for other biometrics except for mouse dynamics. This is because when you type on the keyboard, people do not need to look at the screen, but when moving the mouse, there is no way they don't look at the screen. People need to see the screen while they are moving the mouse, if the cursor is not in the direction it supposed to be, people can redirect the cursor, and the cursor's position is the feedback to people. Feedback is very important. If we give people di↵erent feedback, they will act di↵erently, probably very di↵erently. Thus we can see the di↵erences among people more evidently. This is very important for our study. And this is also the keypoint in our study.
Besides those researches [20, 21, 22 ] based on single biometric feature, there are researches based on two or more biometric features, such as authentication method based on speech and handwriting [23] . Mouse dynamics biometrics has also been discussed a lot in the recent past years, the following paragraph will focus on the existing work related with mouse biometrics.
Mouse dynamics related work
Mouse is widely used in people's lives. Either touch board or mouse is needed for daily use of a computer. But mouse has been developed for nearly fifty years thus the functions are very complete and people are more familiar with it compared to touch board and touch screen. So although our idea can be applied to all these tools mentioned, we decided to make our first step with mouse. It is cheap and the APIs are very developed. As stated before, mouse biometrics has been discussed a lot in the past recent years. Some researchers researched on the features of mouse movement of a user and based on those features they developed database of that user.
If another user's mouse movement data does not match the authenticated user then the user will be unauthenticated and rejected by the system. Some work has achieved very promising result. In this study [24] , with huge amount of data collected the researchers argued that they have achieved a false acceptance rate (FAR) of 2.4649 percent and a false rejection rate (FRR) of 2.4614 percent. This result is exciting, however, there are only 22 subjects attending the experiments. Also, the researchers underlies that the hypothesis is that one can successfully model user behavior on the basis of user-invoked mouse movements. After they have collected the normal behavior of a user, when another user's actions deviates from the collected normal actions the current user will be judged as fraud. They claimed that their empirical results for eleven users show that they can di↵erentiate these individuals based on their mouse movement behavior with a false positive rate of 0.43% and a false negative rate of 1.75% . This result is much better compared to another research group that uses the similar way but di↵erent settings [25] . Their research claimed that achieves a false-acceptance rate of 8.74%, and a false-rejection rate of 7.69% with a corresponding authentication time of 11.8 seconds. Mouse movement based works are basically in the same way. The di↵erences of those works are the methods they used for extracting authenticated user's feature are di↵erent. However, some researchers doubt the experiment results of several existing work and does the experiments again to judge the experiment results claimed by those researches. In [26] , there are survey papers about user authentication based on mouse dynamics [27, 28] .
In the existing works the mouse have been used in the experiments are all normal mouse, which have no di↵erences from the mouse people use in their computers. In our designed experiment, we modified the mouse cursor's position with an o↵set angle, making the mouse not acting normally'. Under such situation, the subjects will feel confused and they will try to learn to control the modified mouse. Before trying and learning, they cannot move the mouse as they want. Thus we can di↵erentiate the authenticated user from others.
Our work will make the di↵erences of behaviors of authenticated users and unauthenticated users more obvious and more di↵erent thus our approach can achieve more accurate result.
We have mentioned that the feedback of people is the point we are interested and we believe that the feedback will make every person's di↵erences from others clearer. In our study, we are trying to make the feedback behavior more clear to collect and analyze by adding an o↵set angle in the mouse. The details of the implementation will be described in the following chapters.
However, our study is focused on feasibility, and we do not have enough data to get the fully convincing result. Which will be fulfilled in our future work. In this designed experiment, our device is a computer with Windows 7 system and a USB lined mouse. We implemented a user interface to collect the data and modify the o↵set angle of mouse. Thus our system is a computer, and laptop should be similar in this experiment. We use USB lined mouse because it is easier to implement then we can minimize the interferences.
Although our research is focused on computer with mouse, touch screen is similar with mouse approach that previous work has shown. Mobile devices authentication with motion dynamics has great value because of the population of mobile device growing larger and larger.
Our future work will work on mobile devices with touch screen and users can unlock the screen with finger gestures.
People are familiar with mouse or finger touch in daily life on many devices due to the vast population of such devices. Many researchers work on such motion devices based authentication. However, people are so familiar to such devices so there is possibility that other unauthenticated people can mimic the movement of an authenticated user. We can believe from long time study and much practice such movement mimic can be achieved. So we intended to design a system that is hard to mimic or steal from authenticated users. Our experiments designed in the way that making the mouse movement unfamiliar to people and see if certain changes have been made, whether we can recognize people according to the reaction people act to that change. Human beings' muscle can have a kind of memory, and the feedback goes according to those memories. Once a person learned a certain muscle movement, he or she will act the same in the same kind of behaviors. We can take advantage of this property in kinesiology to develop our experiment and thus build up our system. According to the feedback from the user being tested we can judge if he or she has been trained to adjust to the change.
If not then we can decide this person is not an authenticated user.
Objective
Our objective of this research is to test the feasibility of our proposed approach-to see whether mouse dynamics can be used in single-user device(in this experiment, computer), if yes, we have plans for future work to improve our approach.
Our purpose is to distinguish the authenticated user from all other people. We will give the mouse in the login page an angle o↵set. Other people except the user have no knowledge about the angle o↵set, only the user is familiar with it. We will keep the user's data and the user should practice a lot before getting skilled about the mouse angle o↵set. From practicing people can learn to move more and more skillfully. But without practice, other people can't perform good especially they do not know what angle o↵set has been set.
Our objective is to test and explore whether this approach can be used for user re-authentication.
Authentication based on mouse or motion gestures is safer than traditional authentication approach because biometrics cannot be forgotten, while passwords are often forgotten by users, but at least we need to prove that our work is able to di↵erentiate authenticated users from other people. And biometrics cannot be stolen from a person, while password and fingerprints can be gathered in many ways. Biometrics is deeply planted in people's muscle and the reaction to certain muscle movement is natural and thus safe.
As for safety, we have mentioned in the above that this kind of property of human-beings is the muscle memory which is like feedback, when a movement is trained or practiced for a long time, a long-term muscle memory is created for that movement, and people will get used to the movement that such movement will not cost any e↵ort to do. This process decreases the need for attention and creates maximum e ciency within the motor and memory systems.
Examples of muscle memory are found in many everyday activities that become automatic and improve with practice, such as riding a bicycle, typing on a keyboard, typing in a PIN, playing a musical instrument, or martial arts [29] , and our experiment. Such muscle memories are hard to mimic when a unauthenticated user does not know what the certain change has been made to modify the mouse or touch screen. And this muscle memory cannot be stored in a hard drive thus cannot be stolen or replace.
In this research, the scenario we expect to implement the proposed approach is on single user devices. Which means our goal it to test if people have evident di↵erences between the behaviors before practicing and after practicing. Before practicing, people are familiar with the normal mouse but cannot perform well with modified mouse. However, after certain amount of practicing(depends on the learning ability of a person), if the subject shows obvious improvement in the same task then we can say that the subject can learn from practice, thus we can di↵erentiate other people from this subject. This is how we plan to implement our approach for user authentication. In real implementation, only the authenticated user knows is convenient for user to access -the user does not need to remember any password, all they need is amount of practicing. If the approach works it is safe as we stated before.
After the entire research and experiment we will be able to answer below questions:
• Whether people can learn to adapt to modified mouse through practice.
• Does the amount of practice a↵ect the learning process?
• What other factors can be taken into count that a↵ects the learning process and data collection?
• How much practice does a subject need to do to be skilled in the experiment?
• Is our approach feasible?
In this study, because of the limitation of data collected we can only get the possible analysis.
In the future work we will implement more experiments and make our results more accurate and we can answer those questions.
CHAPTER 4. TWO IMPLEMENTATIONS OF MOUSE DYNAMICS BASED USER AUTHENTICATION
Our Approaches include two parts, and each part can perform the complete function of the designed system. One of our approaches is to implement the modification to mouse device in Linux kernel level. Since the modification lies in kernel level it will be hard for others to modify or break through, making the authentication method safer. Another approach is to build a graphical user interface from which we can collect data and perform the experiments conveniently. The reports and data will be collected and stored in a folder with user name and time. We can analyze those data collected from this application. What is more, with this user interface, people who take our experiments will not be distracted and can focus on the mouse movement itself. The following paragraphs will state the details of the two approaches.
Kernel Approach
Our kernel level approach is based on the Linux system. Linux operating system was first released in 1991, and it has been 24 years since its first version came out. Linux system is a Unix-like operating system which is free and open-source. The most important part of Linux operating system is Linux kernel. Linux kernel is primarily written in C and assembly language.
Linux was originally developed as a free operating system for personal computers based on the Intel x86 architecture, but has since been ported to more computer hardware platforms than any other operating system. Many other operating systems like Android are built on the top of Linux kernel [30] . Which shows the vast population of Linux and related operating systems.
Linux also run on embedded systems like car systems. From above, Linux system is a popular and stable system, and such property makes us choose Linux system as our system.
Linux kernel design
In a Unix-like system, processes are concurrent and they request system resources like network, memory. Linux kernel is a huge executable that handling all these requests by processes.
Based on the function of kernel, Linux kernel can be split into five parts.
The first part is about processes management. This part is in charge of creating and destroying processes and deals with their communications to the user. In all operating systems such communications are based on signals, pipes and interprocess communications. This kind of function is acted by kernel. What is more, the scheduler is also controlled by kernel processes management.
The second functional part of Linux kernel is memory management part. This part of code deals with computer's memory, which is very important resource. Thus this part is very critical to the entire kernel. The kernel has virtual addressing space for processes on top of the limited available resources. In [31] , the processes need to communicate with the memory management system through system calls.
The third part is file system. Like Unix, Linux is much based on the file system. We can treat everything in Linux system as a file system. The kernel is the organizer of the huge file system-it builds the file system on the hardware. This file system is an abstract file system, but it is very structured. Moreover, Linux supports multiple file systems thus we can have multiple ways to manage our files. The below chart shows more detailed information about Linux system design.
The next part is about device control. Almost very operating system finally make its operations reflect on hardware devices. Except for memory and processor and few other entities, any and all device control operations are performed by code that is specific to the device being addressed. That code is from the device drivers [31] . Mouse driver is one of them and we will discuss it in the following article because it is important to our mouse experiment kernel approach.
The last functional part is networking. Networking is also managed by operating system, because most networking operations are not specific to a certain process. The incoming packets Figure 4 .1 A split view of the kernel must be collected and identified and then dispatched before a process can deal with them. Thus the system is in charge of sending the packets and receiving them. This part is not very related to our experiment design so I will not discuss more about it. Linux kernel. And we will focus on the device driver part of Linux kernel because this part contains the mouse driver, which contains the code we need to modify. Fig. 4 .1 shows the split view of the Linux kernel.
Linux mouse driver modification
In our experiment design we need to modify the factors of mouse to change the mouse movement mode. Thus apparently we need to deal with mouse driver in our Linux approach.
Device driver is a very important part in Linux kernel, while it is very special. They act like a mysterious box to link the internal code with external devices and make them cooperate perfectly. They will not reveal the details about how the certain device is connected to the system calls but the user can do their activities with the device and the device driver. This kind of design makes the drivers can be a separate part from the other kernel codes and can be loaded whenever it is needed. The design indeed makes the device drivers can be relatively easy to write and modify when needed. Thus the mouse driver is a loadable module, which means that we can add or remove functions to kernel while the system is running. The added piece of code is called module. Not only device drivers but also other types can be modules that can be dynamically linked to the running kernel. With this property, we can modify the mouse driver and reload the module to make changes to the system.
User Interface Approach
To make the experiment environment more friendly and more accurate for data collecting we decided to create a user interface has the same function as our Linux kernel approach.
We created the user interface with Qt, an cross-platform application framework that is widely used for developing application software that can be run on various software and hardware platforms with little or no change in the underlying codebase, while having the power and Qt has many function modules which provide very complete functions for an application. 
User interface details
For experimental use, the application we created is a perfect match for design of our experiment. The following will show details about the application. First, before we start experiment we need to set up the experiment environment. Our experiment is designed to have several Before set up an experiment for a subject we can enter the username of the subject thus the data will be recognized by di↵erent username. From Fig. 4 . 2 For easier use and easier experiment, I have made the mouse tilt an angle from its original trace. The angle was calculated from the start point. This means that the mouse will not go to the direction the user let it go but tilt to another direction according to the angle we give it. The angle can be positive and negative, which is respectively clockwise and anticlockwise.
In each trial, the subject needs to wait until the target turns green. From There is a board circle which has the center located at the start point, and the radius is the distance from target to start position. When the cursor touches the board circle the trial will end. After the mouse hitting the board circle the last image showing where the mouse hit the mouse will freeze for two seconds to let the subject learn how did he or she moved the mouse. The subject will do the action according to the instruction given before each phase begins. To move slowly and precisely or to move very fast. the subject need to follow those instructions but not their preference. After each trail or block, we can decide whether to give the subject the score feedback or not the possibility. If we do not want to give the subject any score feedback, then we can set the possibility to 0. If after every trial in a phase we need to show the subject some feedback, like the score he or she has obtained, the time duration of last The central GUI module.
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trail and the average distance from the ideal trace. Such data feedback is shown in Fig. 4 .6, and I will explain about these factors in the data analysis chapter. In this chapter we will discuss the experiment settings, data collection and our data analysis method.
Experiment Settings
The experiment settings were developed by our co-workers from Motor control & Learning Department of Kinesiology of Iowa State University. The complete experiment was composed of two sessions. The first session was developed for the subjects to study the mouse movement task and adjust themselves to the special mouse modification. We will see from their data that if the subjects have learned how to react to the modification of the mouse. And second session will happen after several days. If the subjects have learned how to adjust themselves to the new mouse, the second session will examine if they can still perform better than the original reaction. If they can we can say that such process and modification adjustment can be learned by people through much practice.
In the first session, there are 9 phases for each subject. The first two phases have no modification to the mouse, and the subject can get familiar with the environment and with the experimental task. After two phases, we start to introduce the angle tilt to the mouse, and the subject will first time experience the modified special mouse movement. Then after the third phase, we make the mouse back to the original normal mouse in the following two phases. In the next phase, the tilt angle comes to the mouse again with smaller angle and fixed target ID. The following phase will have random target to go further step to check if the subject has truly learned to adapt to modification. Then the next phase will make the angle bigger than before, to see if the angle get bigger and mouse get harder to control how will the subject adjust to such change. Then the last phase will come back to the normal mouse, because we need to see after the learning process if the subject still can move the normal mouse without any interference, or the learning process has brought some memory into their normal stereotype of mouse moving. Table 5.1 and Table 5 .2 will show the details of each phase of the first session.
The second session is composed of seven phases. The second session are very similar to the first session but with the focus on practicing more. The details of second session settings are revealed by Table 5 .3 and Table 5 .4. 
Data Analysis Method
The data analysis is focused on the factor data collected in the report. In the report we have details and factors we need. For instance we have collected the time duration of each trial with trial, block and phase number for each piece of data. Besides the time duration, we have EPE, which stands for end point error, showing when the subject moves the cursor out of boundary, the touching point is how many degrees tilt from the target. And we have CE, which stands for Cumulative error, shows the average distance of each trial. The distance calculation can be shown by Fig. 5.2 . We also have score, the score is calculated by the equation given by The score is calculated by the degree shown in Fig. 5.3 , when the cursor touches the invisible boundary our system will collect the touching point and calculate the angle between two lines:
one is the line from the start point to the touching point, the other line is also from the starting we can regard it as the perfect move, we will give it a 4 (full score). If the angle is from 3 to 10 degrees, the score is 3, if 10-20 the score is 2, otherwise the score is 1.
The second level data analysis will give brief information about the certain factor in each block of a phase. We will analyze a factor, for instance the time duration of each trial in a block and plot them in a graph. From the graph we can easily figure out the tendency of that factor in that block and the tendency among phases if we compare the graphs in di↵erent phases.
Other factors are also in the report, such as EPE, CE.
The third level data analysis is to give the changes among phases. We will compare the phases with same experiment settings, with one of them is before the practicing and the other is after the training. With such comparison we can see the di↵erences of the subject's memory before and after practicing. And see if they can learn the process. One more thing is to compare the data figure of two phases, one phase is the first time practicing and second is the second or third time practicing. With this we can learn the learning process, whether the subject can achieve better score when he or she practice more and more.
With the three phases we can get basically all the information we need to analyze our experiment process.
CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary
In this designed experiment we focused on the learning process and testing the feasibility our proposed mouse dynamics based user authentication. We expect that people can learn from practice to adjust to the modified mouse, the more practice they do, the more skilled and accurate their performances are tend to be. We can possibly conclude that with a lot of practice people can perform certain mouse movement fluently and precisely. However, due to the time limit of our experiment, the data collected and the number of subjects both are very limited. Because the data are very limited for analysis, so we can only conclude that with more practice, people will earn this procedure. Based on that people can learn from practice, we can let an authenticated user practice a lot for a specific angle, thus he or she can perform the movement pretty accurate and skillfully. But other unauthenticated users do not know how is the mouse modified and how would the authenticated user perform. Therefore, others cannot be recognized as authenticated user. Our experiment can be used as a user authentication method not only on mouse of computer, but also touchpads and touchscreens.
Future Work
Also, there is much future work for our research. The limitation and disadvantage of our research is that the data collected and the number of subjects is very small. Without big data, we can't find the accurate learning process stereotype for each subjects and we cannot find the exact level of subjects of their learning process.
Besides, in this experiment there is no incentive for subjects. From the limited experiments we conclude that lack of incentive will severely influence the learning process of subjects.
Practicing and learning can cause fatigue and loss of patience, which actually influenced the behavior of subjects. Lack of incentive even cause some subjects giving up learning, making data collected meaningless. In the future work we will provide incentives to subjects to make sure the quality of data collection.
There is possibility that based on lot of subjects and huge amount of data we can work on machine learning algorithm that can find the stereotype and features of every subject. Although our objective is to implement our approach in the scenarios with single user, we can still try to improve the work so possibly it can be used in the multi-user scenarios. With the stereotype and features calculated by certain machine learning algorithm we can build the database that stores the special features of people. This approach will be very challenging but also very interesting.
To find the stereotype in mouse movement of a person will be very useful not only in the mouse dynamics based user authentication field. Finding the stereotype of certain dynamics and biometrics can also be used in other biometrics based people recognition or authentication, such as speech and keyboard stroke. This direction is very promising, interesting and is worth for searching and exploring.
